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Abstract

The networked society provides an extremely complex environment where we are free to swim,
and to sink. In this thesis I used different materials and forms to visualize this concept. The final work is a
series of human faces floating from the water surface with a steady gaze. Influenced by my previous
experience working in both sculpture and oil painting, I explored how to combine the two, drew a 3D
portrait, then completely transformed the object from two-dimensional to three-dimensional, and
produced a set of installations with repeated face elements. With the experience and emotional response
to working three-dimensionally, I once again returned to oil painting and completed a final portrait work,
closing the loop from illusion to reality to illusion.
This thesis is a record of my journey. It details how I shaped different materials and forms, how
they blended with each other and shaped the work itself, as well as my exploration of how we should face
the complex emotional expression of other people in such an environment, and how we should pursue a
final self-balance.
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Introduction

When facing all kinds of events, the emotions and responses people experience
are complex enough already, but the development of the networked society has pushed this
complexity a step further. The spiritual communion breaks away from real life, the boundary of
the inner self and the image we reveal to society starts to blur. When the reality is hidden in
virtual symbols, individuals get lost in the crowd. Showing goodwill is easier than it has ever
been, and showing malignity seems to require no responsibility. How do we face this world full
of warmth and indifference, as well as the same complex contradictions of our own?
This thesis includes my exploration and produces my answers to the questions above. I
tried different materials and forms of expression, aiming to embody the complex atmosphere and
the balance between the inner self and the external image that we are seeking so desperately.
The objective of this visual thesis encompassed presenting multiple works exploring the
face in different forms. My research included how to combine the oil painting with the threedimensional surface, so as to confuse the senses: is this a sculpture or a painting? I experimented
with resin and some other materials to explore how to present a water-like surface, how to create
a feeling of floating, and to break through space and dimension. This thesis also records how
materials and forms in turn have an impact on the work itself. Great inspiration is drawn from the
working process. I kept adding and subtracting elements in my work, deleting painting, keeping
sculpture, adding light, removing all the sculptures and leaving painting alone. The experience of
oil painting was projected on the sculpture work, and vice versa.
This thesis also explores a sense of self-examination. Plane and tri-dimension, individual
and repetition; we shuttle back and forth in different media and environments. Complexity is
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inevitable. In the working process, I endeavor to explain this complexity and explore a peaceful
way of being.
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Context

Personal background

I enjoy telling people that I come from a non-artistic background, I have studied biology
and performed brain damage and repair projects in the laboratory, and then to see the surprised
look on their face. Why did you choose art? This is the question I get asked most often.
In fact, things changed very naturally, as if I knew it should be. I created paintings and
handicrafts as hobbies until I attended college. In my eyes, science and art are two very similar
things. People learn the rules and methods, then apply them, and the wonderful parts always
manifest at unexpected moments. My previous research involved a lot of animal training,
dissection, tissue sectioning, as well as insignificant results and accidental death of experimental
subjects. The people around me, meanwhile, were always in hurry, burying their heads in their
work. Expression and catharsis became necessities. Despite leaving the biological field, I do not
think this past experience does not hold value. My biological experiments have brought me a
rigorous attitude and research spirit, while art has taken away my fear of unknown results.
In this previous experience experience, I was often considered introverted and
uncommunicative. The tradition of circumbendibus and introversion in Chinese culture seems to
be magnified on me. Oversensitive is a word to describe me. Why did they say that? What does
their tone indicate? Were those their real thoughts? How should I respond? My brain was
working crazily, trying to resolve all these problems, and eventually I felt overwhelmed. When
working in the laboratory, I became a little self-enclosed and cut back on all unnecessary
communication. In the same year, my friend suffered from a very serious cyber-bully and the
malicious and abusive words spread to my social platform. The immense anger and helpless
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frustration awakened me. Weirdly, it also seemed to give me an onlooker perspective. I began
to wonder why, and where did all this anger and loss of control come from? The way people act
and the image they present are affected by the external environment. "Inner true self" and "inner
correct self", although there may be huge differences between them, they should not be
contradictory.
People's inner emotions, communications, and expressions are so complicated; and
while they often cause me to retreat they also fascinate me. This curiousity and fascination is the
impetus for my thesis work.

Artistic Influence

Like many students trained in painting, my experience of painting started with realism.
How to grasp the correct line and shape of the object, how to describe the relationship of light
and dark, and how to make the color exactly the same as the object, these were all my focus. But
when I was learning how to record the true appearance of things, here came the question, why
should I do such a record? Is their true image what I want to record, or, is it what they look like
in my eyes?
I was deeply attracted to Ai Xuan's portraits painting. I believe these works inspired my
later fascination with portraits. Ai Xuan's work is mostly centered on lonely figures and the
Tibetan plateau behind them. His depiction of objects while capturing the expressions of the
subjects are undoubtedly realistic, but they are different from the meticulousness of ultra-realistic
paintings. He uses different brushstrokes to express the texture of hair and Tibetan costumes,
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interlacing this with clarity and vagueness, achieving a wonderful combination of delicacy and
roughness.
The words critics always used to describe his painting are also used as literary rhetoric to express one's emotion by a scene. This made me suddenly realize that painting can be a
language, I cannot replace it with real language, and I do not need to. How I read Ai Xuan's
lonely wasteland and the inner world from his colors, characters, and brushstrokes, is what I
should learn, how to express my inner heart in my own language.
When I started to paint on the sculptures, I came across Mao Yan's painting of a pale,
male face lying on the canvas. I miraculously felt the similarities between this painting and my
own work, and I was impressed by it in an instant. Mao Yan's paintings still belong to the
category of realism and are considered the representative of China's new realism, but on this
basis, he cuts out more. He almost weakens all the elements that can be weakened, colors, or
even the three-dimensional sense of the characters in the background. The content expressed in
these works changes from "portraits" to "portrait painting".
Many people describe their paintings and say that they want them to look like the objects,
but not exactly the same. This is an eternal question. As for me, learning how to change is more
difficult than learning how to restore, painting is more difficult than drawing, and a portrait
painting is more difficult than a portrait. This frustrated me. However, when Mao Yan talked
about his paintings in his statement, he never shied away from the entanglements and failures he
faced. In this repetition, he finally understood what full expression is and what should be
discarded. Although the final result can be unpredictable, the intermediate process is always sure
and stable. "The works I am satisfied with are all honestly, conscientiously, and painted
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repeatedly, there is no magical touch." He said. I am very grateful that I saw Mao Yan's work
and his words, which took me back to painting's true nature.
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Body of work

The "Face Sculpture"

For a long time I have thought that sculpture and painting are so different. We sculpt
objects to create new objects, and we draw new planes on the plane. However, as I worked with
these two artforms over time, I began to realize that they are so similar in nature. We create
tangible objects in the intangible space, and we draw from the tangible objects to create the
intangible—our concepts and souls.
This brought me more thoughts about form and space. When I first imagined this work, it
just happened spontaneously, I saw this face emerge from nothingness, I saw it gradually rise to
the surface, and then gradually sink back.
The inspiration for making "face sculpture" came from Ryusuke Fukhori's resin painting,
he painted goldfish on layered resin as if they were swimming in water. It was strange that I
didn't think of anything about aquatic creatures when I saw these work, but connected them with
my experience of anatomy. In his large-scale work, he turned the colander and net into a part of
the work as if one was changing the water for the goldfish, and time stopped.Then I saw that the
mouse organs I took out were placed in a petri dish, being soaked in a buffer solution. These
transparent liquids solidified their time in the same way. I started to experiment with more
materials, and I saw more directions and possibilities among them.
The sculpture must be as good as the painting itself — this is the important fact I realized
during whole working process. Casting from a real person allows for easy reproduction however
my desire was to create an image that could be universal and not point to any specific individual.
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Thus I went to hand-carving. The understanding of facial structure brought by the experience of
portrait painting is undoubtedly of great help to sculptural portraits, although it is not easy to
transform this understanding from flat to 3D. I made some small clay head models to help
determine where the faces should be cult off. When it came to larger scale, I built a foam
skeleton and then covered it with another easily manipulated material.
The ideal material for the sculpture base should be easy to shape, easy to add or cut, and
be able to polish directly on the surface. I researched and tested some materials in the small
models. Casting from oil clay keeps those interesting textures perfectly, but to ensure a smooth
and round surface, it is difficult to achieve the effect I want. Finally, I got the inspiration from
the production of Ball-jointed Dolls. Doll artists use the natural stone clay as sculpture medium,
which is able to result in a hard, satin smooth finish.
After polishing and adding a layer of gesso, this provided me a surface vary similar to an
ordinary gessoed wood panel, which also connected to my painting work.

Painting on 3D surface

The painting style I did on the surface of the sculpture is not completely realistic, but it
can also be regarded as realistic because the face is real. This contradiction is fascinating, and
extremely disturbing. Where should I start?

In my concept, this struggling self-examination should be uncomfortable, but it also
reveals a calmness. In my first piece, I did not try to restore the real skin color, but instead chose
a weird pink. The initial attempt was almost completely random. I drew the first paint on my
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small model. For each stroke with the same brightness, different sources of light and viewing
angles completely changed the effect. Usually when I finished the drawing from the front, the
side view showed some unnatural shadows (Figure 1).
The method and focus of my painting had changed. I no longer chose to use the
relationship of black and white to increase the three-dimensional sense of the painting because
the form already exists on the 3D surface. I kept a small amount of shadow effects, and focused
on observing the pigmentation of the facial skin. The whole process was like applying makeup. I
tested different brush effects, and finally on the first face, I used a thin layer of paint, which was
mixed with a large amount of medium, and a dry brush to achieve a transparent, incompletely
uniform skin effect. And on top of this, I used dry paint and a clean brush to paint the blood color
of the skin and the texture of the surface.
The stacking, covering, and smudging between the paints caught my attention. Therefore
in the second face work, I retained this real but weird skin texture. At the same time, I studied the
real blood vessels under the skin to find out where the difference between cold and warm comes
from (Figure 2).

3D Print & Cast in plastic

When I piled up those mini models that used for the test, an idea suddenly appeared in
my mind—why not small?
Small and detailed works always attract my attention. I am not a sculptor that is good
enough to handle detailed sculpting on tiny objects, but my experience in game concept design
and digital art played a role at this time. I sculpted the face in ZBrush digitally, reduced it, 3D
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printed it, and cast it in different materials. The plastic solidified the moment when the material
flowed. I enjoyed the feeling of freezing and the smooth surface it naturally forms, which
cannot be achieved by casting into rubber. So, I poured a second plastic layer on the original
face, watched it solidify, and recorded the process of its floating, or sinking.
I held the tiny face in my hand, feeling it fit my concept so perfectly. It was small,
unique, and mattered nothing. And then I understood what I wanted— I wanted to cover a wall
with these individual small faces(Figure 3).

Sculpt a flat sculpture

In the following work, I kept the same object, returned to the starting point and painted in
oils. For the face in the picture, instead of painting the real skin effect, I chose a texture between
skin and stone. This work showed the fusion and influence of two different forms, as well as the
amazing information I had gained through painting on sculpture. In my eyes, the form and
transition of surfaces were not just layering pigments, but more like the real existence, just as
sculpting a flat sculpture (Figure 4).
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Conclusion

This Thesis consists of multiple experiments. Unfamiliar forms and materials brought
great challenges, but also unprecedented freedom. I felt a new drive to create, learn and
incorporate new techniques, and also embraced change throughout the process. In a large
number of seemingly repeated elements, each final cast presented was unique. Instead of "why
did I do this?", I found myself focusing more on the material and the process itself. By the end
of the journey, I suddenly realized that my thinking and self-awareness were gradually forming
and solidifying. The challenges will continue indefinitely in the future. No matter what
environment I am in, the water surface I am floating on is my own creation. At least now I can
say with certainty, that I am approaching the sense of balance.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Drowned 01, oil, stone clay, 2020
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Figure 2. Drowned 02 , oil, stone clay, 2021
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Figure 3, Among us, plastic, 2021
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Figure 4. Drowned 03, oil, 2021
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